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Computer Case Darkflash DLC29 Mesh (white)

Darkflash DLC29 Mesh Computer Case
The Darkflash DLC29 Mesh computer case will allow you to create a hardware configuration on which you play or work well. It has been
equipped  with  several  ports  such  as  USB 3.0,  USB 2.0  and  HD Audio.  It  has  been  created  from excellent  quality  materials,  making  it
extremely durable and easy to maintain. The mesh-style metal panels blend in perfectly with the backlit components.
 
Built-in bays and ports
The product has bays for a 330mm VGA card and for a maximum 165mm CPU cooler, which will solve the problem of unsightly cabling.
There is also the option of mounting 360mm and 240mm water coolers. There are also 2 USB 3.0 inputs for fast file transfer, as well as 2
USB 2.0 inputs and a single HD Audio input.
 
Cooling system
The case has been designed to perfectly protect your equipment from overheating. It is equipped with a high-quality internal cooling duct
and allows the installation of up to 6 fans: 3 120 / 140mm fans or 360mm watercooling at the front, one 120mm fan at the back, 2 120 /
140mm fans or 240mm watercooling at the top of the case.
 
Mesh structure
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The side panel and the front panel are made of metal in a mesh structure. Thus, they match perfectly with the backlit components. Opt
for a combination of functionality and style that catches the eye and will be a great addition to any interior.
 
Manufacturer
Darkflash
Model
DLC29 Mesh
Color
White
Housing type
Middle Tower
Motherboard standard
ATX, M-ATX, ITX
Side panel
Metal
Front panel
Metal
Dimensions
385*210*478mm
Disk slots
HDD 2/1SSD 2/3
Slots for expansion cards
9
Maximum graphics card length
330 mm
Max. CPU cooler height
165 mm
Power supply mounting location
Bottom
Fan installation options
Front: 120 mm x3 fan / 140 mm x3 fan Rear: 120 mm x1 fan Top: 120 mm x2 fan / 140 mm x2 fan (fans not included)
Water cooling installation options
Front: 240 mm water cooling systemTop: 240mm water cooling system
Front connectors
USB 3.0 x 2 USB 2.0 x 2 HD Audio Power Reset

Preço:

Antes: € 59.4951

Agora: € 54.50
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